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by JOHN HONEY

ALMS FOR OBLIGATION

The campus, now received with understanding sympathy the news that Berlin has fallen. We are becoming a bit red up with impending crises and the immediate surrounding environment. However, the news that is coming, this fall, is just the opposite. The fall campus arts season starts now, and it is the season that immediately follows the news threatening to the financial and moral security of the students of the Bard College. We are glad to report that the news that is coming, this fall, is not as threatening as it was last year. For what the students of the Bard College could not endure, last year, will not be a surprise to the students of the Bard College this fall. We are glad to report that the news that is coming, this fall, is not as threatening as it was last year. For what the students of the Bard College could not endure, last year, will not be a surprise to the students of the Bard College this fall.

REORGANIZATION

The election of Mr. James L. Frew to the chairmanship of the board of trustees and the beginning of the reorganization of the Bard College is a step forward in the direction of a better future for the students of the Bard College. We are glad to report that the news that is coming, this fall, is not as threatening as it was last year. For what the students of the Bard College could not endure, last year, will not be a surprise to the students of the Bard College this fall.

SUMMA CUM LAUDE: THE THEATRE

The final curtain was lowered on the first production of the Bard Theatre last Thursday night. "Ten Minute Alibi" is no exception to the rule. Although the play is well-written and the acting is good, the production is not notable for its excellence. The setting is simple, with a plain white wall serving as the backdrop. There is a certain amount of understatement in the acting, and the expressions on the actors' faces are not always clear. The dialogue is effective, however, and the play has a definite dramatic quality.

The story concerns a young lawyer who is accused of murdering his wife. The play is well-written, and the acting is good, but the production is not notable for its excellence. The setting is simple, with a plain white wall serving as the backdrop. There is a certain amount of understatement in the acting, and the expressions on the actors' faces are not always clear. The dialogue is effective, however, and the play has a definite dramatic quality.

The story concerns a young lawyer who is accused of murdering his wife. The play is well-written, and the acting is good, but the production is not notable for its excellence. The setting is simple, with a plain white wall serving as the backdrop. There is a certain amount of understatement in the acting, and the expressions on the actors' faces are not always clear. The dialogue is effective, however, and the play has a definite dramatic quality.

LettERS TO THE EDITOR

ON A HIGH MANS COLLEGE

To the Editors of The Bardian:

I am writing to express my concern about the increasing noise levels in the dormitories. The noise levels have been escalating over the past few weeks, and it is affecting my ability to study and concentrate. I believe that the administration should implement stricter noise policies to ensure a quieter and more conducive environment for studying.

Sincerely,

[Name]

ADMISSIONS REPORT

The admissions office at the College of the Holy Cross has received an overwhelming number of applications from prospective students. The college has received applications from students from all over the United States and abroad. The admissions office has been working hard to ensure that all applications are processed efficiently and accurately.
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Help Win 3rd Bowling Championship

BEAT NON-SOCS, RETIRE TROPHY

Bob Aufricht, Rosenberg, Doug Potter Snare Non-Socs Title

The final play-off match was won by Bob Aufricht, Rosenberg, and Doug Potter when they defeated non-socs, 212-195, in the final of the third bowling championship held at the T-Birds bowling alley on April 15. The T-Birds, with Bob Aufricht, Rosenberg, and Doug Potter as members, have been bowling in the T-Birds league for two years. This year, they took the non-socs title in the regular season and qualified for the final play-off match.

The T-Birds bowling team has been practicing hard over the past month in preparation for the championship. They have been working on improving their skills and strategies to ensure their win in the final play-off match. The team has been focusing on their weak areas and working on their strengths. They have been practicing their alley shots, aiming for the pins, and improving their accuracy.

The T-Birds team members are very excited about winning the championship and hope to continue their success in future bowling competitions. They are grateful for the support of their fans and look forward to their next bowling season.
Informal Dance Again Successful
As Overflow Crowd Swells Albee

Harrowed by a fast-moving snow
line, over twenty-five couples
walked briskly through the hotly
ejammed way two and a half
hours of dancing as the second
in-formal-faculty's student hop, held in
Albee Recreation Room Thursday
evening following the final Band Festival performance. The overflow crowd made the affair fully as successful as the experi-
mental predecessor on February 18.
The room was illuminated by only
twenty-two light bulbs, with the
adjacent ballroom. Recorded music was again supplied by the same
crew, with Richard Riney and John Cas-
telli assisting in the operation of
the machinery.

Like before, most of the girls were
brought from Red Hook, but this
time guests from more distant points
also attended. Many faculty mem-
bers came. Climax of the evening
was reached at 3 a.m., long after the
dance, when a birthday-lad party kept
the campus awake through the wee hours.

It was originally planned to hold
the dance in the Commons' Atrium
on Friday night; however, unfore-
seen circumstances obliged to resched-
ule this event. The next best thing
done was to have the dance in Ac-
trium, in the Kappa Omius Chi frati-

ty house.

Co-operative Tavern Sells
Sherry, Scotch, Martini, 10c

[Chimney from second floor,
but finger to point out that all
bars have been spent for lim-
atory February 7, the beginning of
the second co-operative semester.

Drinks at the Mermaid may be
purchased in two ways; the usual
spot cash basis or an adaptation
of Maxie D.'s (Dempsey's) system.
No such matter how purchased,
Mermaid are the most
derivable drinks, with Sherry, Muscatel, and
and all selling for 10, 15, 16 and
cent. With the mark up in the
Martini, Burke and Muscatel im-
mediately noticeable, is a "pretty
sandy" Mark on the Mermaid, "the
best," Kosner's or Caswell's for
with the accent on the base
for the Mainstays. Chris-
tian Brothers' sherry and Sherry
rum are the standard straight drinks
managers are the same.
commend orange instead of sprout
bitter for the Mainstays. The

In the end, the cradles and cradles
occasionally

---

BARDAVON

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
March 19

"STAGE COACH" CLAIRE TREVOR
ジョHN WAYNE
March 31 (1 / Week)

"CAFE SOCIETY" JESSE RALPH

STYLE WISE?

...we'll be glad to
show you the really
new things...-

Heimans

100 Main Street
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

TWEED TWEED!

SPRING IS HERE

Smart, colorful, rare draping, tweed suits for spring. Available in Rowings and Three-button models. The suit to mix with odd

$25 to $35

M. SHWARTZ & CO.

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

---

HOLT ELECTED HEAD

OF KAPS FOR SPRING

Herman Holt was elected presi-
dent of Kappa Omius Chi Frat-
ernity last Thursday for the Spring
term. He replaces Richard Riney.

Other officers elected were Joseph
Pickard, vice-president; succeeding
Thomas Street, and Robert Anl-
field, secretary, succeeding Frederick
Shane, who took the last year's

---

Authorized Distributor

of Bulova Watches

Watch Repairing

Special Order Work

Done on the Premises

Reick's

206 SQUARE DEAL JEWELRY
310 MAIN STREET
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

---

Gen. Yakhtontoff To Talk
Here; For Eastern Expert

(Continued from page 4)
of his native Russia, he was later
made the envoy of the Tsar to
Japan. After the overthrow of the
Imperative regime, General Yakht-
ontoff served as Assistant Secre-
tary of War in Krekovsky's Cabinet.
It was then that he left Russia to
live and study for some time in the
Japan with which he had become
familiar. Travel in many parts of the
world has consumed many of his
life, but now at last he has more
than earned a position in his
the United States, where he con-

---

You'll enjoy these three stars in
WINGS OF THE NAVY

A Coup de Grace, just released by
Warner Bros. coming soon to your local theatre.

---

STRATFORD

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
March 19

"SOCIETY LAWYER"

VIRGINIA BRECE
WALTER PIDGEON

LYCEUM

THEATRE

Red Hook, N. Y.

March 12

"TAILSPIN"

ALICE PAYE

CAST: KENNETH NANCY KELLEY

April 1

"Three Musketeers"

RITZ BROS.